The complicated copy number alterations in chromosome 7 of a lung cancer cell line is explained by a model based on repeated breakage-fusion-bridge cycles.
The drug-resistant lung cancer cell line PTX250, which has been previously established by exposure to an anti-cancer drug paclitaxel, has an increased copy number in the MDR1/ABCB1 locus region. In addition, the flanking regions also exhibit aberrant copy numbers, making the copy number profile of chromosome 7 complicated. In this study, we tested whether the breakage-fusion-bridge (BFB) cycle model can explain such copy number alterations. An analysis using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with a painting probe demonstrated that the aberrant chromosome, designated chromosome 7(amp), was derived from an intact chromosome 7. Using high-density comparative genomic hybridization arrays, we examined the copy number profile in detail and divided chromosome 7(amp) into seven segments. Based on copy numbers of each segment, which were determined using interphase- and metaphase-FISH analysis, we constructed a formation model for the complicated copy number alteration. Six-time BFB cycles and the cycle-termination by healing of broken ends were presupposed in the model. Locations and orientations of the segments observed in chromosome 7(amp) agreed well with those predicted from the model. Telomere addition was also cytogenetically confirmed. In all, it could be concluded that the complicated copy number alteration found in chromosome 7(amp) is generated from the intact chromosome 7 by the repeated BFB cycles.